Be at one
with the
sound
Timedomain loudspeakers deliver 100 % pure sound, allowing you to enjoy music at
home in completely unadulterated form. The two speakers
are set so that the spatial
range and "locatability" of the
music is reproduced in a completely natural way. The room
is filled evenly with the highest
sound quality.
The Timedomain Audio Realizer Yoshii 9 brings across the
atmosphere of a live concert.
You feel the tension of the
musicians and sense the mood
among the audience - whether
in a large concert hall or a
small jazz venue. Whispers,
coughs, even the rustling of
programmes are so clearly
audible, you could almost be in
the concert hall yourself.
Yoshii 9 produces an authentic, faithful sound experience.

Be at one
with the
music
Sound is a change in air pressure which is perceived by the
human ear. The acoustic message is decoded by the brain
into sound, noises, language and music. Perfect sound
reproduction therefore requires the most precise transmission of sound pressure waves. This precision is achieved by
Timedomain’s revolutionary cylindrical speaker design as
well as its innovative amplifier.
This sound does not break up into frequency ranges, it reaches our ears in its entirety – with unprecedented clarity,
acoustic quality and volume.
Timedomain's state-of-the-art technology is characterised
by its faithful reproduction of recorded sound.

Experience
the wonder
of music
Timedomain loudspeakers
open up a completely new
dimension to sound. Its
faithful reproduction guarantees that every detail
of the music is audible
even when played at low
volume.
The aesthetic design of
the loudspeakers is functional and unobtrusive.
The aluminium casing
and hardened aluminiumoxide finish guarantee
stability and prevent vibrations caused by internal sound pressure waves.

The amplifier has connnections
for two audio sources. It is small,
compact and optimally geared to
the TIMEDOMAIN speakers.

TIMEDOMAIN
Audio Realizer
The amplifier
H 6.0 cm

W 13.0 cm

D 16.8 cm

TIMEDOMAIN

The speakers
H 108.5 cm Ø Base 21 cm

AUDIO REALIZER

Weight 9.0 kg
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